Welcome to the Q1 2020 Consultant Exchange Newsletter. Things have changed
significantly since our last edition. More than ever, recent events highlight the
importance of staying connected. We hope the attached content provides further
clarity around what is happening and how we continue to support our clients
during these unprecedented times.
In this issue, we highlight our new COVID-19 Information Center where you
can find timely market and industry insights. Listen to Orla Foley and Adrian
Whelan discuss the regulatory response to COVID-19, and Chris Gothard and
Mark Whitehead tackle FX considerations for asset managers in a highly volatile
market, as examples from our new “Staying Connected” Webcast series. We
also include new thought leadership from our custody, ETFs, and cross-border
fund servicing areas.

In 2020, cross-border settlement failures will come with a
new set of potentially costly penalties thanks to the new
settlement discipline rules.
READ MORE

BBH partnered with ETF.com to survey global institutional
investors, financial advisors, and fund managers to identify
key trends in the ETF market.
READ MORE

New legislation in the Cayman Islands aims to better align
their fund regulations with other jurisdictions.
READ MORE

Visit our COVID-19 resource center on BBH.com, which includes:
Staying Connected Webcast: Asset Managers FX Considerations
Staying Connected Webcast: Regulators Respond to COVID-19
Staying Connected Webcast: ETFs Weather the Storm
On the Regs Blog Post: The Three Pillars of COVID-19 Regulation

Questions? Comments?
We want to hear from you.
Elaine NiGhallchoir
Head of European Consultant Engagement
elaine.nighallchoir@bbh.com
+44 (0) 207 614 2485
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Welcome to the Q1 2020 Consultant Exchange Newsletter, brought to you from
my kitchen -- things have changed since our last edition.
In this issue, we highlight our new COVID-19 Information Center where
you can find timely market and industry insights during these unprecedented
times. Listen to Orla Foley and Adrian Whelan discuss the regulatory response
to COVID-19 as part of our new “Staying Connected” Webcast series, as an
example. We also include new thought leadership from our custody, ETFs, and
cross-border fund servicing areas.

In 2020, cross-border settlement failures will come with a
new set of potentially costly penalties thanks to the new
settlement discipline rules.
READ MORE

BBH partnered with ETF.com to survey global institutional
investors, financial advisors, and fund managers to identify
key trends in the ETF market.
READ MORE

New legislation in the Cayman Islands aims to better align
their fund regulations with other jurisdictions.
READ MORE

Visit our COVID-19 resource center on BBH.com, which includes:
Staying Connected Webcast: Asset Managers FX Considerations
Staying Connected Webcast: Regulators Respond to COVID-19
Staying Connected Webcast: ETFs Weather the Storm
On the Regs Blog Post: The Three Pillars of COVID-19 Regulation

Questions? Comments?
We want to hear from you.
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